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Abstract
The programme LANGZEIT/KURZ ZEIT has been recently extended to
describe intragranular bubble coalescence and volume equili-
b~ation, to model intergranular gas behaviour and transient
release from c10sed porosity. The model is described and the
results of some compartsors with transient experiments are discussed.
Further necessary refinements of the model are outlined.
Gegenwärtiger Stand der Modellierung des Spaltgasverhaltens in dem
Karlsruher Code LANGZEIT/KURZ ZEIT
Zusammenfassung
Das Programm LANGZEIT/KURZZEIT wurde in der letzten Zeit erweitert
I
um Modelle für Koaleszenz und zeitabhängigen Vol~enausgleich bei
int~agranularenBlasen, für das Verhalten des intergranularen
Gases und für die transiente Gasfreisetzung aus geschlossener
Porosität. Das Modell w1rd beschrieben, und die Resultate einiger
Vergleiche von Rechnungen und Experimenten werden diskutiert.
Am Schluß wird ein Ausblick auf weitere notwendige Modellverfei-
nerungen gegeben.
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1. Introduction
The behaviour of fission gases trapped in the fuel matrix is
one of the important processes to be modeled in programmes
used for fast reactor transient analysis. If present, these gases
may play an important role in determining time and mode of fuel
element failure for transient overpower and loss of flow accidents
and may influence sUbsequent fuel motion. Therefore in past years
efforts have been intensifiedto understand the physics of fission
gas behaviour under steady state and transient conditions. In a
number of papers the influence of fission gases on the different
phases of accidents has been assessed /173/ and codes were developed
dealing with different aspects of fission gas behaviour /4-9,21/.
At the same time, efforts at gainingan experimental basis for such
.codes were intensified, resulting in the recent and . ongoing
per~ormance of various in- and out-of-pile transient experiments
/10,11/.
Codes simulating transient fission gasebehaviour must encompass a
steady state model·yielding the initial condi~ions at the start
of a transient - quantity of intra- and intergranular gas in solution
and in bubbles and gas in closed and open fuel porosity. The transient
model must be able to simulate the release of gas from the interior
of the grains, the grain boundaries, and the porosity, and the be-
haviour of gas in molten fuel. The interaction of such a model with
those describing structure and mechanical behaviour of fuel elements
results in estimates on fuel element f:ailure and fuel motion as a
function of the evolution of a transient. Arnong the various effects
that may be caused by fission gases are fuel p~n failure induced by
gross fuel swelling or pressure of released gas, solid fuel disruption
and dispersal., and frothing or foamingof melting or molten fuel.
The code used in Karlsruhe for explicitely modeling fission gas be-
haviour iscalled LANGZEIT/KURZ ZEIT • It has been in operation for
some time /12,13/ and has recently been extensively remodeled to
include intragranular bubble coalescence and time dependent volume
equilibration, intergranular gas components and transient gas pelease
from porosity /14/. In addition, its models have been tested on the
newest experimental results available. In its present form, the model
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subdivides the gas contained in solid fuel into three main
components:
a. Intragranular gas. Partly, this gas is contained in intra-
granular bubbles, the rest is in solution in the fuel matrix.
b. Intergranular gas. Again, this gas is in part oontained in
lenticular bubbles and partly resolved in the grain boundary
region.
c. Porosity gas. This is the gas gathering on grain edges and in
pores which eventually interlink and vent. Most of it is con-
tained in the closed porosity, but there is a small portion
which pressurizes the open porosity.
Tbere are a number of processes linking the cornponents:
a. Precipitation of dissolved gas into the gas bubbles.
b. Resol~tion in the fuel matrix of precipitated gas; this process
is caused by the collision of energetic fission fragments with
the gas atoms.
c. Migration of dissolved gas to the grain boundaries and edges.
d. Migration of the gas bubbles to grain boundaries and edges; this
process is activated at the higher temperatures associated with
a transient and driven by a temperature gradient.
e. Interlinkage and venting of pores.
When the fuel reaches the melting point, the above model is replaced
by a simple one calculating bubble buoyancy and coalescence in the
viscous fluid.
The behaviour of intergranular gas has been treated with a great
deal of sophistication in some of the models cited above /4-6/,
which subdivide the bubbles into groups characterized by bubble
volume and a disequilibrium parameter. Some simplified models have
recehtly been published /9,15/. LANGZEIT/KURZ ZEIT is to be counted
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among the simplified codes, since it is attempted to describe
the main physical processes with a restricted number of equations.
The intragranular bubbles are characterized by but one mean
radius and one mean value of excess pressure; the intergranular
bubbles are treated in the same way. A lot of detail is lost by
this approximation, but this has been deemed tolerable considering _
the large uncertainties in material parameters and sometimes even
physical models.
The following chapters will deal with the model assumptions and
equations for the three components, intra- and intergranular and
porosity gas, and the model for melting fuel. There follows a chapter
on compariaonswith recent experiments. It should be stressed here,
that the present model is neither complete nor final and that work
on it will have to continue for some time to come. Some remarks on
the merits and deficiencies of the model and necessary future deve-
lopments conclude the presentation.
2. Intragranular gas
The equations governing the behaviour of intragranular gas have been
formulated for the very first version of LANGZEIT/KURZZEIT already
/20/, but had to be reevaluatedfor the new version since the
assumption of equilibrium g.s bubble volume was abandoned. Therefore,
the bubble radius could not be replaced in the equations by using
the ideal gas law as was done in the old version, but turns up
expl.i:citely.
The gaseous fission products are created within the fuel matrix,
where at the beginning of fuel life they accumulate and soon reach
astate of supersaturated solution. They then start to precipitate
into small intragranular bubbles that form at lattice defects
caused, e.g. by fission spikes /16/. Collisions withenergetic fission
fragments cause resolution of the gas. contained in the bubbles,
and in addition the resolved gas may diffuse-tb the grain boundaries
and edges. The balance equation governing these processes is /17/
• • dP dR
c = 8 - 9 - -+ -dt dt (1)
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c concentration of resolved intragranula~ gas
ß rate of gas formation by fission
g concentration of gas escaped from the grain
~~ intragranular precipitation rate
~~ intragranular resolution rate
According to Harn /18/, the precipitation rate by diffusion into
spherical bubbles is
(2)
D diffusion constant of fission gas in the fuel matrixg
r intragranular bubble radius
n number density of intragranular bubbles
Por resolution one must take into account, that atoms hit in the middle
of a bubble havea bigger chance of colliding with another atom and
losing their energy before reaching the~rface than atoms closer to
the surface. According to ~elson /19/, this fact may be approximated
as resolution taking place only in an outer shell of thickness d.
Por a single small bubble with radius r ~d, resolution is simply
given by
dlb
dt
= ( 3a)
dlb
dt
resolution rate for a single bubble
n a number of atoms in intragranular bubble
n number of hits per atom per sec leading to resolution,
resolution parameter
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whereas for a babble with r>d, from simple geometry
3d d + 1 g~r (1- r 3 r ) (3b)
d thickness of resolution shell
n, of course,is proportional to the fission rate which, in turn,
is proportional to ß.
n = n • ßo (4)
It should be noted here that there 1s a large mncertainty for
this parameter /13/ (see chapter 6).
From the above formulas, resolution for the total amount of gas
in bubbles is
dR
b • n=dt
dR b -.JJL (1- 9 + 1 d
2
at = n 3" - )r r r 2
r ~ d
r > d (5),...,
dR
dt = b·n
3d
r
r » d
with t
b = n. e n = J ß (tl) dtl-c-g
o
(6)
= ßt-c-g for ß constant with time
b concentration of.gas in intragranular bubbles
t irradiation time
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The quantity of gas escaping to the grain boundaries is
calculated by evaluating diffusion of atomic gas in the
spherical grain and is given by /20/
•• •g = Pos (c) • F (t) + c. F (t)
with
Pos (a) = ~ (a+/a/)
(7)
F(t) 6=1-ji2 1li"i
i
exp ( -
i 2 )1[2 D t
--a""!"'2..9-) (8)
a grain radius
So far, the equations were formulated without specifying either
steady state or transient conditions. It is assumed for steady
state, that irradiation conditions remain constant, i.e.ß and
Dg do not change with time. In addition the number OI bubbles
is assumedto be a constant derived from post-irradiation
examinations • Bubble volume is supposed to be in equilibrium
with local pressure and to be governed by a Van-der-Waals
equation
2ysimb + p)
r
(9)
b
-n
w
gas contents of 6ne intragranular bubble in moles
universal gas constant
Van-der-Waals constant
yp
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surface tension of fuel
local hydrostatic pressure
This equation has been given the generalized form suitable
for lenticular bubbles. Por spherical bubbles
a =
4II
"3 sintJI = 1
It can be quickly solved for r by the following procedure:
(10)
+~
na ( 11)
f (r. )
~
= r i - ~,--f (r. )
~
i ~ 1 (12)
f (r) = ar3 (pr:+ 2ysintJI) - e (r- (R T + pw) + 2ywsintJI)
n 9
with (12) constitutlng a Newton-Raphson procedure,(10) being
derived from the ideal gas law and (11) forming a kind of
Van~der-Waals correction to (~0). In practice, (11) is mostly
so good an approximation that but one Newton-Raphson iteration
suffices to reduce the error below 10-4 •
The steady state procedure for intragranular gas thus consists
af solving the two differential equations (1.) and (7) for c and
g, using the balance equation (6,) for deriving b. A Runge-Rutta
method with self-adjusting time step lengths is applied.
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At higher irradiation temperature and longer irradiation times,
i.e. at conditions typical for restructured fuel zones, intragranular
gas concentrations tend to reach quasistationary conditions with
only b depending weakly on external pressure. Then
• dP
b =dF dR--~dt o ( 1 3)
is used instead of the differential equations to directly calculate
end of irradiation conditions.
If a steady state calculation 1s followed bJ a transient, a distinction
is made between accident simulation, for which cortditions can be
assumed to be identical at the end of the irradiation and the start
of the transient, and simulation of experiments. Fuel used for
transient experiments has usually experienced an intermediate cooling
period and, possibly, relief of external pressure by cutting. Since
bubbles tend to shrink to their new equilibrium volume during such
aperiod /27/, the initial transient bubble radius is in this case
taken to be the value at 300 °K and 1 Bar, Other intermediate models
can be easily realized if necessary.
For steady state calculations, immobile intragranular bubbles are
assumed. At low irradiation temperatures, i.e. those in the unrestruc-
tured zone, they are in fact practically immobile, and the picture used
in LANGZEIT is correct. At higher temperatureq,'they move slowly /22/
and eventually reach the grain boundary, being replaced by new ones in
the interior of the grain. Instead of modeling this process, LANGZEIT
uses a suitable average bubble density. This simolification is accep-
table, since it applies to zones that retain very little gas and
thus are of little importance for overall transient-gas behavior.
If during a transient higher temperatures and appreciable temperature
gradients occur, bubble mobility is strongly increased. Bubbles start
to move up the gradient /23/,coalesce and may oe released to the grain
boundary. Random ~migration occurs as weIl. Coalesced bUQbles do not
immediately attain equilibrium volume. Since these processes are
modeled in KURZZEIT, the equations governing intragranular gas be-
haviour have to be modified.
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Equations (1) and (7) together with (6) can be retained, if (8)
is changed to accomodate a strongly temperature dependent diffusion
coefficient 0g. I
~his is done by replacing t by t =t/Og(O)With /12/
t
'[ = f D (t) dt
o 9
'[ ;= D (t)
9
(14 )
In fact this entails solving a third differential equation. There
are two additional differential equatiom for bubble density n and
non-equilibrium bubble radius r.
For biased migration, the number of coalescences occuring in time
interval 6t for two classes of bubbles with radius r 1 , r 2 , velOcity
r 1 , r 2 and number density n 1 , n 2 is /24/
(15a)
Similarly for random migration with bubble diffusion coefficient
°b1' °b2
(16a)
Somehow, these formulas have to be approximated, sinne KURZZEIT
accomodates but'one class of bubbles. Assuming that the mean
difference of bubble velocities is proportional to the mean bubble
velocity, we approximate (15a) and (16a) by
n 2 2G = -2 4ITr v C1 6t (15b)biased
Grandom = (16b)
with the correction factors C1 and C2 taking into account the actual
size disttibution.
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Using
VT
s
v =
v Velocity of intragranular bubbles
Ob diffusion coefficient of intragranular bubbles
Q surface-diffusion heat of transport
s
VT thermal gradient at bubble surface
s
k Boltzmann cortstant
n molecular volume
( 17)
for the bubble velocity due to surface migration in a temperature
gradient /15/ and
3"020 8
° = (18)b
2IIr4
" surface density of diffusion atoms = 0-2/ 3
° sutface diffusion coefficients
one gets for the decrease of bubble number density due to coalescence
by biased and random migration:
dn(it=
4II"nrn2 ° Q VTs s s
+ 3
r
(19 J
For the thermal gradient at the bubble surface, according to /25/
VT = J VT
s 2
VT bulk thermal gradient
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A simp1ified approach simi1ar to the one-bmbb1e-c1ass treatment
of LANGZEIT/KURZ ZEIT has recent1y been made /10/ using numerica1
resu1ts from the more sophisticated code FRAS2 /5/ to derive
correction factors. A comparison with the formu1as given by
Cano et a1. /10/ yie1ds
1 prC1 = 2 (1.61 - 2.49 3 4)pr+ T (21)
During a transient changes in externa1 pressure and fue1 temperature
norma11y take p1ace so fast that bubb1e vo1ume cannot immediate1y
be adjusted to its equi1ibrium va1ue. In addition, onset of bubb1e
coa1escence furthers the disequi1ibrium. This fact can be easi1y
i1lustrated by assuming the ideal gas law ho1ds. At zero external
pressure, the equilibrium radi~s for a bubb1e containing na atoms
is
r =J_""':l3~n~a_k_T _
Sny
If two such bubbles coa1esce, the equi1ibrium radius for the product
bubb1e containing 2n
a
atoms is
On theother hand, the initial vo1ume of the product
the onset of compensating processes is but the sum
of the two separate bubb1es i.e.
bubble before
of the volumes
The bubb1e volume after coa1escence is thus sma11er than the equi~
librium va1ue.
Growth of the bubble radius in the present model is contro11ed by
three processes: coalescence, net diffusion of reso1ved gas with
1-2 . vacancies1per atom into the bubble, and
diffusion of vacancies to the bubb1es, which re11eves the excess
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pressure eaused by non-equilibrium. The rate of change in bubble
radius is thus the surn of three components:
(22)
The changeof bubble radius due to eoalescence ean be deduced from
the conservation of total bubble volume at eoaleseence:
d 3
-
(nr ) = 0dt
•
• r !lr
eo = - 3 n (23 )
The resolved gas diffuses in the lattiee mainly by oeeupying
vaeancies /26/ and thus, when preeipitated into the bubbles,
eauses a small volume inerease. For a time interval 6t it is given
by
V'(t+At) = V(t) + ~ 6t
L Loschmidt number
(24)
From this
~
dt (25)
Volume equilibration by vaeaney diffusion has recently been ineluded
in models for intragranular gas bubble behaviour by several authors
/5,6,21,28/, and is treated using the analysis by Greenwood et al /26/.
Aceording to Greenwood et ale and negleeting the effects of vaeancy
depletion
r dc =
D $I P
u ex
rkT
r
z
r -r
z
(26 )
Du self diffusion coefficient of uranium in grain
Pex exeess pressure in bubble
2r
z
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mean distanee between bubbles
3
11m (27)
Fro~ the Van-der-Waals equation with w=O, i.e. suffieiently large
bubbles
(28 )
r equilibrium bubble radius
eq
At the moment, with no model for ealeulating external pressures and
strains p=O is assumed. Thus, finally
r dc =
2y D n
u
r z
. -r -r
z
(29)
With these equations, the system of differential equations to be
solved for the simulation of transient intragranular gas behaviour is
eompleted. It is again solved with a Runge-Kutta-method. The transiant
equations for ihtergranular and pormsity gas are treated separately
and are eoupled to those for the intragranular gas by the sourees
of gas released to the grain ~oundaries and edges. Sinee average
values per time step are used for presenting sueh sourees, the time
steps must .be suffieiently small. At the moment, the ehoiee of inter-
vals is up to the user with the programme issuing reeommendations
for a shortening of steps if neeessary. An automatie shortening
routine and better eo~pling, e.g. via linear funetions instead of
averages ean be easily envisaged.
At the end of this ehapter, the ·treatment of gas release to the grain
surfaee and the different ways of eoupling intra- and intergranular
gas eomponents in the steady state and transient model are deseribed.
For reasons given above, steady state intragranular gas release is
effeeted solely by the diffusion of resolved gas atoms to the grain
boundaries, i.e. is given by g. The eoupling of intra- and intergra-
nular models is done directly by simultaneously solvinq the respective
equations.
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In the transient part, the contribution of the resolved gas is
taken into account, but is mostly of little importance compared
to the release by bubGle migration. The fraction of gas bubbles
released to the qrain boundaries during a transient is calculated
using the model of Gruber /15/, which assumes that .all bubbles move
with the same velocity in the same direction across the spherical
grain. ~ith the time dependent velocity v(t) given by (17), the total
distance traveled by a bubble during a transient is
t
s(t) = f v(t') dt'
o
s distance traveled by a bubble during transient
From simple geometry considerations, the fraction of bubbles that
has reached the boundary till time t is (see fig. 1) /15/
2
s s
FR = .ra (3 - ~
4a
= 1
s ~ 2a
s > 2a
( 30)
FR release fraction of intragranular bubbles
From the values of g, FR' b, n and r at start and end of a transient
time interval, the quantity of gas arriving at the grain surface as
weIl as mean radius and gas content of the released bubbles are
calculated. These values are used as input to the programme part
describing transient intergranular gas behaviour.
Steady state and transient intragranular swelling is calculated by
simply summarizing the volume of all bubbles, taking into account the
release fraction. Thus
4JI 3
5 = 3" r n (1 - FR)
width FR = 0 for steady state.
S intragranular swelling
(31)
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3. Intergranular gas
Sinee intergranular modeling is in many aspeets similar to the
intragranular model, the same notation is used as far as possible
with an asterisk denoting intergranular quantities.
Some of the ideas for modeling grain boundary gas hav.e been
developed by Markworth already /29/. Gas arriving at the surfaee
during steady state irradiation diffuses into grain boundary bubbles.
These have been shown to be lentieular bubbles /3a/(fig.2)with eontaet
angle ~. Reeent theoretieal investigations have established /31-33/
that the bubbles tend to be uniformly spaeed and of equal size, and
that there is a maximum eovertng of grain surfaee, beyond whieh
interlinkage and venting oeeurs. These results have been built into
the model.
First, a lew geometrie relationsmust be given. Part of the grain surfaee
is direetly in eontaet with the elosed or open porosity, and gas
eseaping through this pa~t of the surfaee does not eontribute to the
intergranular eomponent. If one assumes that one grain has 12 neigh-
bours, the. eontaet surfaee eonta~ning the intergranular gas ean be
idealized as 12 identical plane eireles. The radtus of this idealized
grain boundary is
~
a
~ ~ 1-daa = a 3
grain boundary radius
(32)
da fraetion of grain surfaee in eontaet with pormsity
da i5 assumed to be independent of time.
The intergranular bubble density n~ is taken to be a surfaee density
and is related to the volume density by
.3.
nvol = 2a (1 - da) n
~
n
vol
4
n
Volume density of intergranular bubbles
surfaee density of intergranular bubbles
(33)
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(34)2+cos~)
. 1+cos~)
2II (1-cos~)
a = 3"' 8'in~
If the lenticular bubbles are characterized by their radiusr- and contact angle ~ (fig.2), the following relations holq:
bubble volume: ar~3
bubble surface:
4IIr~2
1+cos~ ( 35)
11r
sin~ (36 )
f{
r radius of intergranular bubbles.
~ contact angle of intergranular bubbles
The intergranular gas is split into three components as was done
for the intragranular gas. The balance equation governing them is
c~ + b~ + g~ = (1 - dO) (g + bF
R
) (37)
c* intergranular resolved gas
ifb intergranular gas in bubbles
g* gas escaped from boundary
For steady state, the number of bubbles is assumed to be a known
constant and the bubble radius to have its equilibrium value given
by (19). We ~hen need two equations in addition to (37) for cal-
culating the three compDnents. The balance equation for the resolved
intergrBnular gas is
.* dP* dR~ .~
c = g (1 -dO' - dt + dt - g (38 )
intergranular precipitation rate
intergranular resolution rate
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One could expect the precipitation model to be a two-dimensional
equivalent of the intragranular model, if c- could be figured
to result only from intragranular gas release. However, gas resulting
from intergranular resolution has to be accounted for in addition.
This was indicated by a first estimate, which showed intergranular
resolution to have an importance comparable to intragranular reso-
lution. In a first attempt, the intergranular resolution component
was added to the intragranular resolved gas 6 This resulted in an
unacceptably small steady state gas release, which was in total
dis agreement with experimental results. Therefore, it is reasoned
that the intergranular resolution component remains in the vicinity
of the boundary and eventually diffuses back to the intergranular
bubbles. c~ is therefore taken to result from both intragranular
release and intergrannlar resolution, as is indicated in (38) already.
The madel used for precipitation is therefore a three-dimensional
one, incorporating the outer grain regions.
Again, the model developed by Harn /18/ is empl~yed. His results,
for gas precipitated into a spherical bubble from a surounding
spherical shell is
r"*"
z
dP~
dT
'l1C3r
eff
=
r~
z
radius of spherical bubble
radius of spherical cell
The lenticular bubbies are idealized as spherical with identical
volume, resulting in an effective radius
11 3a "-- r4 'TI'
The cell radius is derived from the spacing of the intergranular
bubbles:
1
=-
..J TIn·
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With these assumptions
d * * -I-i<~ = r~ c D TIndt g I 3
The assumptions made above are provisional ones that may be subject
to fu~ther alterations. With a contact angle of 500 employed at the
moment, the idealization of the. lenticular bubbles as spherical can
be tolerated, but if there is evidence of a much smaller angle, this
assumption will hold no longer. The radius of the precipitation cell
is really a planar value for the grain boundary only, and should be
substantiated or modified by an estimate on resolution depths and
diffusion lengths of the resolution component. For the diffusion, the
intragranular value is employed at the moment. There is experimental
evidence /50/, that gas diffusion is greatly enhanced in the grain
boundary, but measured values vary appreciably. On the other hand,
most gas undergoing resolution is transfered into the lattice near the
bUbble and only a small fraction into the boundary. Thus, the bulk of
the resolved grain boundary gas will indead be governed by lattice
diffusion. With more reliable values for grain boundary diffusion be-
coming available, a composite diffusion coefficient may be employed.
Resolution is modeled in .the same way as for intragranular bubbles,
taking into account the different geometry. Thus, similar to (5):
dRi' ~b ""hat = 'I r~ 1-cosWsimjJ ~d
1-cos'!'
r sIiiiii ~ d
(40)
dR,f(
dt = b~n ~d
r sin'!' r
1-cos'i'
sin'!' » d
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Release of gas from the boundary by diffusion to .. the edges
is calculated in the same ~ay as intragranular release. The
difference is in geometry, with the spherical grain being replaced
by a circular plane. The resulting equations are similar to (7)
and (8), with in being replaced by the zeros of the zero'th order
Bessel-function.
--
• *" • F-- W •• (t)9 = Pos(c ) + c F
2 t~ l~ xi DgF (t) = 1 - 4 exp (- ,
a-- 2xi
( 41)
(42)
xi Zeros of zero'th order Bessel-function.
Eq. (41) and (38) toge~her with (37) are sufficient for describing
steady state intergranular gas behaviour. In the programme, (41)
and (38) are cornbined with (1) and (7) for simultaneous solution
in the steady state part.(6) and (37) are then used for calculating
the remaining components.
So far, steady state percolation has not been accounted fore
If the maximum fraction of grain surface to be covered by bubbles
without percolation is given, the maximum allowable bubble radius
is
*r Max =-~
-V -;;::;-
(43)
r Max
maximum fraction of grain boundary covered with bubbles
maximum bubble radius
If (43) is inserted into (9) and the resulting equation resolved for
b, taking into account (33), the maximum concentration of gas
contained in intergranular bubbles results:
=
., 'llf3(1-dO) 3n cxrMax
2a
"2ysin'i' + prMax (44)
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maximum intergranular gas eoneentration of gas in bubbles
During steady state ealeulations, if b- exeeeds b:ax ' it is redueed
to b:ax and the differenee added to g-. This is done at theend
of eaeh time interval, but for eonsisteney during the integration
of the different~al equations, b· and ~~ in (39) and (40) are re-
dueed to their maximum values as well whenever they exeeed them.
The resulting population of redueed bubbles is an approximation of the
real situation, in whieh eontinuous formation, movement, inter-
linkage, venting and sintering of bubbles oeeurs /32/.
As in the ease of intragranunlar gas, intergranular gas eoneentrations
may reaeh quasistatie eonditions at higher irradiation temperatures
and longer times. Then, b~ has reaehed its maximum value and is the
only weakly time dependent eomponent. In this ease, (44) is used to
ealeulate direetly the eondition at the end of the irradiation.
Conditions at the start of a transient are modeled in the same way
as those for intragranular gas. For an aeeident simulation, the
bubble radius at the end of the irradiation is retained, whereas
for experiment simulation it is given the equilibrium value at 3000 K
and 1 Bar.
The transient model is again in many re~pects similar to the intra-
granular one. Resolution, preeipitation, and gas diffusion to the
edges are retained from the steady state model. In addition, bubbles
start to move at higher temperatures in the direetion of the pro-
jeetion of the temperature gradient onto the plane /10/.
Coaleseenee oeeurs in addition to pereolation and bubbles are lost
to the edges. On the other hand, their number is augmented by those
, i'
arriving from the interior of the grain. Bubble vol~e is non-
equilibrium, and equilibration by vaeaney diffusion i8 aeeounted fore
Eq.s(38) and (41)ean be retained with small additions if, as for
intragranular gas, (42) is ehanged to aeeomodate a strongly temperature
dependerttdiffusion eoeffieient. Thus, eq. (14) is again added to the
set of equations • Aetually, (38) is replaeed by the equation for b-
in thetransient formulation
• -il
b dR~dt + Q - Sb (45 )
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Qb rate of released intragranular gas adding to intergranular
bubbles
Sb rate of intergranular gas released to edges by bubble
migration
As is evident from the last term in this equation, gas release by
migration is included in the differential equations. Percolation
is not included, but is treated as in the steady state model.
Some consideration has been given to the treatment of the inter-
granular bubble population evolving during a transient. When released
intragranular bubbles startarriving mn the grain boundary, part
of them directly hits the intergranular bubbles and caalesces; the
rest forms new intergranular bubbles, that add to the original
population. The approximation, that first comes to mind for treating
the resulting mixed population while retaining the concept of but one
class of bubbles, is the useof averaged parameters. However, inspection
of intragranular and intergranular bubble parameters in unrestruc-
tured zones quickly yields arguments against this approximation.
At the s~ctrtof a transient, the number of at~ms per intragranular
bubble may be more than a factor 100 smaller than that per intergra-
nular bubble. On the other hand, the intragranular bubble nurnber
density may se four orders of magnitude bigger.
Thus if but 1% of the intragranularbubbles is released, there are
about 100 times more small bubbles on the grain boundary than big
ones. IDn averaging parameters, the big bubbles would completely
disappear. Conditions change during the course of a transient. Then,
due to temperature increase, coalescence and volume equilibration,
the intragranular bubble volume grows and the number density shrinks
to become more comparable to intergranular values, which do not
change as fast. Thus, while averaging bubble parameters may be
envisaged for later stages of a transient, it may unduly falsify the
picture at the start. On the other hand, treating different classes
of intergranular bubbles is undesirable for a simple code.
When the released intragranular bubbles are much smaller than the
intergranular ones, their velocity in the temperature gradient is
much bigger. Thus, they can be expected to eventually coalesce with
the original intergranular bubbles. Assuming instantaneous coalescence
in one possible approximation to this behaviour. An approximation
deemed more appropriate is to add the gas contents of the small
bubbles to the resolved intergranular gas. Thus, a time lag for
coalescence is realized while retaining the one group picture.
This approximation is used until the size of released intragranular
bubbles becomes comparable to that of the intergranular ones. Then,
the use of the averaged parameters is adequate. For this reason,
the ratio of gas atoms per intragranular bubble to that per inter-
granular bubble is examined during the course of a calculation.
If this ratio is below a given limit, the gas contents of newly
arriving bubbles, that do not hit an old bubble, is added to the
resolved gas. If it exceeds the limit, the newly arriving bubbles,
that do not coalesce, are added to the old population, averaging
parameters. The "cut-off" limit is currently .2. Variation of the
value by a factor of 2 in~ither direction does not appreciably
influence the results.
As a further simplification, the intragranular gas released by
diffusion is added to the released bubbles, i.e. is treated as if it
were contained in bubbles. The error is not noticeable, since this
contribution is several orders of magnitude smaller in transients than
the release by bubble migration.
With these approximations, Ob from (45) is given by the following
formulas:
e = (1-dO) 9 (bFR + g)dt
° rate of gas released to boundaries
(46)
__.. 2
B = JIn (r + r) if B > 1 , B = 1 (47)
B probability for released intragranular bubble to hit intergranular
bubb:te
Q = °b
if
if
n In>Jf
a a
"n Ina a
<
>
L
c
( 48)
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*n number of gas atoms per intergranular bubblea
LC cut-off limit for averaging intergranular bubble para~eters
(49)0- =b
Next, bubble migration must be treated. First, the bubble diffusion
coefficient due to surface diffusion is evaluated by simply
extending the analysis by Gruber /34/ for s~herical bubbles to the
boundary bubble geometry. The result is
4H"'02 0
s
'*Ob diffusion coefficient of lenticular bubble.
Then, again following closely the derivation by Gruber /15/ and
assuming a mean angle between temperature gradient and boundary
of 45 0 , the bubble velocity is calculated as
""
v'* =
4IT",O Os Qs sin 450 VTs
(1 +cos'i') ar-kT2
( 50)
*v intergranular bubble velocity
The model for release by migration of intergranular bubbles is in
part a two-dimensional equivalent of the intragranular one. First,
fig. 1 is again used with the circles now representing the idealized
boundary.
From simple geometry, the release fraction is
-M ~ jf '*" -I a*2 *2. s + s .:L..FR = arc sl.n~ -IT 2a ITa*2 4
s* < 2a• (51 )
F"" 1 *' 2a
~
= s >
R
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.,1(
s distance traveled by intergranular bubble during the transient
F~ fraction of intergranular bubbles released by migration.
Actually, the picture does not quite describe the situation,
because as an important difference to the intragranular case the
space voided from original bubbles can be filled up with released
intragranular bubbles. Thus, an approximately even distribution
of bubbles over the whole area of the boundary is kept up a long
time during the release process. One may therefore approximate the
differential release fraction by its initial value, i.e.
dp· dP* ds~ dP~ 2v~R R R ~ (52)=
-
= • v =
dt ds -« dt ds· ITa*If
s =0
The error introduced by this approximation is not very big, since
most gas release from boundary bubbles is by percolation, as has been
remarked by Canoet ale /10/ already and was evidenced by KURZZEIT-
results. A bigger error may only result in fuel regions containing
little gas and, consequently, no percolationi such zones contribute
little to the overall fission gas effect and thus need not be modeled
exactly.
With (52), the rate of gas release by bubble migration is
2
= -
IT
(53)
This term turns up in (45) and also must be added to the ~quation
describing gas release. Thus, the steady state equation (41) is to
be replaced by, for the transient
.~ .. ~. ~.~
g = Pos (c) P (t) + c P (t) + Sb (54)
The transient change in bubble density is a sum of three cornponents:
a decrease due to coalescence, an increase.oue to releasedintra-
granular bubbles, that do not rnerge with an intergranular one, and a
decrease due to migration to the edges.
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..
Thus:
-
n (55)
Coalescence is calculated in the same way as for intragranular
bubbles, taking into account the plane geometry. Instead of
(15a), the number of coalescences in time interval ßt for two
classes of bubbles :ith ;adii r~~ r2~' velocities v1~' v 2*, and
number densities n 1 ' n 2 ' is now given by
This is approximated by
(57)
with C3 taking into account the.~ffect of the actual size distri-
bution. By introducing (50):
=
8IIsin 450
(1 +coslf) a
• (58 )
An evaluation of the correction factor is difficult, since the
original bubbles tend to have similar sizes, thus requiring a small
correction factor. When intragranular bubbles start to arrive, the
size distribution becomes less uniform and the correct'ion factor
grows. A comparison with the results of Cano et al /10/, who
estimated the factor for a population of only the released intragra-
nular bubbles, yields C3=.5. No further investigation was made so
far, and a tentative value of .5 was postulated.
The second contribution to the change in bubble density is found
by stating, first, that the number of bubbles arriving at the grain
boundary per unit time, Qn' is related to the rate of gas released,
Q from (46), by
nQ = a·n b
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The fraction B (see (47)) of these merges with intergranular
bubb1es, whereas the fraction (1-3) forms new bubb1es. Taking
into account the cut-off limit exp1ained above, and transforming
to a bubb1e aensity per unit area via (33), one arrives at
< L c
n* = ~ a (1-B) n~ (bF +g)
re 3 b dt R n /n~ > L (59)a a c
The 10ss of bubb1es by"migration is, ana10gous to (53):
2
--
n
vif..
-
a,J
,Je
n (60)
This last term is, in addition to its contribution to (55),
integrated seperate1y" because it is needed 1ater for ca1cu1ating
the transient growth of porosity.
The changein bubb1e , radius is given by four components, three
of which are simi1ar to those for intragranular bubb1es
(see eq. (22)):
. ~
r (61)
They are due to, respective1y : Coa1escence with other intergranular
bubb1es, vacancies associated with prec~pated gas, diffusion of va-
canciesand addition of re1eased intragranular bubb1es.
The change due to coa1escence among ~ntergranu1ar bubb1es is)as
~or the intragranular ones
'*
••
. '*
n
r co (62)r = -co ,'f(3 n
The increase of the radius due to vacancies associated with
precipitated gas is (see. eq. (25) )
•• QL 2a dP*'r gd = • • (63)j *2 •cxr n 3(1-dO) dt
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Vacancy diffusion consists of two cornponents, narnely vacancies
diffusing along the boundary and those arriving from the inside of
the grain. At first sight, one might be inclined to drop the
lattice component, because the diffusion coefficient for this
process is orders of magnitude smaller than that for boundary
diffusion. One can then follow the analysis by Hull and Rirnrner /35/,
as has been done recently in an assessment of the ability of
grain boundary bubbles to crack the fuel /36/, and calculate
bubble growth in a planar model. The result is
(4II) 2 sinW Du" Ö
z
Gy a
i:-* = • - (r-2 r*2) (64)
dc,1 3a kTr-4 eq
D~ self diffusion coefficient of uranium in grain boundary
u
Ö
z
width of grain boundary
'A:.
r eq equilibrium intergranular bubble radius
Upon inspection of the diffusion coefficients found in literature
(see rable 1), one remarks that the value for lattice diffusion
grows faster with temperature than the one for boundary diffusion.
Table 1 gives, in addition, the boundary width and a typical radius
of an intragranular bubble, i.e. the two values determining the
contact area of the bubble with the boundary resp. lattice. A
composite value for the self-diffusion coefficient would have to
be D r~ + D~ 0-
Du
u u z
=
~
r + Ö
z
It is obvious from this forrnula and the numerical values in table 1,
that athigher temperatures the contribution of lattice diffusion
cannot be neglected any more.
In chosing an appropriate model one must keep in mind, that the
intergranular bubbles compete with the intragranular ones in
attracting vacancies from the lattice. Therefore a spherical model
for the intergranular bubbles ernploying a cell radius which is of
necessity questionable and neglecting the strong anisotropy seems
unsuitable. Rather, the contribution from lattice self-diffusion
is treated separately:
.*.* --I<,.
r".: = r + rdc de,1 dc,2
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(65)
with the first term given by (64). For calculating the lattice term
the model of Greenwood et al./26/, was extended to plane geometry
with a cell width given by the mean distance between the bubble
surface and the next neighbouring bubble. The result is
-~r =dc,2
8JIsin'l'
3a (1 +cos'l')
•
_
_y_n_D..=U:...-_ (>1f 2 *2 )
- r - r
kTXr*3 eq
(66)'
X Cell width for vacancy diffusion from lattice to intergranular
bubble
The cell width is derived from the following geometrical considerations.
Taking intragranular swelling into account, the distance from an
intergranular bubble across the grain is
SL = 2a (1 + :3 )
The ,<lTIean distance across an intragranular bubble is
4R. = - r3
and the mean nurnber of intragranular bubbles sitting on a line
across the grain can be derived from the swelling as
1. .. 8
n =..,;;;;;........-
If n bubbles are randomly spaced on a line of length L, their mean
distance from each other and from the end of the line is
2X = L - nR.
n + 1
(67)
Half of this distance is the cell width.
The change in mean radius by released intragranular bubbles that
partly merge with the already existing intergranular bubbles and
partly form aew ones, is derived from the conservation of t~tal
volwne.
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..
4TI/3 • 3 2a dr n
.* (bFR + g)rre = .. _-
-41'2 ......3ar n 3 b dt
iK
na/na < Lc
• .f\.
* 4TI/3 3 2a dn r r n
•*' re
•- + • (b FR + g)rre =
~
.... 2 *'n 3 3ar n 3~ b dt
n /n.,(, > L (68)
a a - c
The system of differential equations describing the tranaient
behav:.t:our of intergranular bubbles is thus completed and consists
of eq. S (14), (45), (54), (55), (60), and (61), and the supple-
mentary equations. It is solved with a Runge-Kutta-method.
(69 );, *2TIn r > BMax~ax
As in the steady state case the bubble popülation may grow to cover
more than the maximum allowable fraction of the surface and will then
start to interlink and open up into the porosity. In this case, the
programme calculates the excess nurnber of bubbles, which is released.
This is done every time the different'tal equations have been inte-
grated over a qiven time interval. A recornrnendation for shortening the
time stepsmay be issUed by the code. The nurnber of bubbles released
by perlocation is given by
TI ... ~2 Bn r -dn~ = n~ Max
dn,f( = 0 otherwise
~ * * ~n , n
mi , band gare modified with this value every time
percolation takes place.
Intergranular swelling is the sum of all bubble volumes and, since
.-losses are included in the definition of ,~, is simply
2(1-dO)
3a ( 70)
s~ intergranular swelling
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4. Porosity gas
Gas released from the boundaries gathers on the edges and in the.
fabricated porosity. With gas accumulating, the porosity starts
to swell and eventually interlinks and opens. The gas is then
released to the fission gas plenum and central void and cobtri-
butes to the internal pressurization of the fuel element. During
transients, the flow of gas from open porosity mav be hindered
by impermeable zones, e.g. melt fronts or zones, in which paths
are closed under pressurization. Low fuel permeability may delay
gas escape.
Steady state gas release from porosity has been modeled by Ronchi
/17/ for LANGZEIT employing the percolation conditions derived
by Maschke et al /37/. Here, the theory is only outlined.
Initially, the.·fUelcontains closed pores, which are idealized as
spheres with a given radius and number density. Their initial gas
contents(fill gas) is calculated from the initial fuel element
pressure using eq. (9). The additional gas arriving in a pore during
irradiation is given by
q = g dO + g- (71)p
With a given pressure rise during irradiation
(72)
Po initial fuel element pressure
P1 change of fuel element pressure with time
the time dependent radius of the closed pores can be calculated
from eq. (9), since there is enough time to reach equilibrium
conditions. Using radii and number densities of pores and grains and
an idealization of both as spheres, Ronchi then approximately
calculates the average of bonds per pore from lattice geometry.
Then the percolation condition of Maschke et al /37/. is applied,
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which states that for
.
P > 1.569 ••••
P
P number of bonds per porep
(73)
total interlinkage occurs. Actually, gas will not be released
suddenly, when P reaches 1.569, but gradually when P approachesp p
and exceeds this value, because the bonds are statistically dis-
tributed around the average values. The release fraction is there-
fore an integral of the form
Ql)
F
~:p
1
= -
~ 2Ila f1.569 ,exp (- (x-p)/2a
2 ) dx (74)
F release fraction from poresp
where Ö is evaluated from experimental histograms of pore and grain
radii and fractional porosity. From Fp ' the fission gas contents
of open and closed porosity follows as
b = qp (1-F ) + b FP pop
bp gas concentration in pores
b ~qP P
(75)
b
o
gas concentration in 100% open pores
For calculating the gas contents of open pores it is assumed, that
due to sintering they achieve a given mean radius; from this and
the external pressure, the gas contents is calculated by again
employing eq. (9).
Transient release is up to now not fully modeled; there is, especially
no model for the delay of release by low fuel permeability or
blockages. Thus, release is assumed to be instantaneous upon opening
of the pores. The fraction of open pores is calculated with Ronchi's
model, but assuming non-equilibrium pore growth. Pore structure at
the start of a transient is assumed to remain at its end of irradiation
conditions.
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The volume of open and closed porosity is assumed to grow due
to addition of released intra- and intergranular bubbles
and vacancies associated with released resolved gas. Each pore
receives the same amount of gas, regardless of whether it is
closed or open. Closed porosity grows, in addition, by vacancy
diffusion. The increase in radius is written as
r~ = r ~ r + r
x x,gd x, re x, dc
with x standing for either c : closed, or 0
For both types of porosity (see eq. (25».
open
(76 )
•
r x, gd =
OL
4JInpr 2
x
d
-dt
-*(gdO + g ) (77)
n nurnber density of all poresp
r c radius of closed porosity
r o radius of open porosity
~g is the intergranular gas released by gas diffusion only and
i5 related to g~ from the foregoing chapter
by
;"Jf ••
g = g *'b--
>K
n
.,f
n
mi
(78)
The second contr1but1on 15, again for clo5ed and open porosity
(see. eq. (68»
.4f.
r =
x,re
n
b
d (bFR) +dt
• 3 (1-dO)
2a
. *'n
mi
(79 )
(80)
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The eontribution of vacancy diffusion is (see. eq. (29»
2"YD ~n
• u
r =--;;-.--
e,de 4
r kT
e
•
r = 0o,de
..
equilibrium radius of elosed porosity
If elosed poresinterlink, the new average radius of open porosity
is ealeulated from old and new value of the porosity release
fraetion with
r 3
o,new
= _ ....11.--_
Fp,new
(F r 3 +(F - F ) r 3p,old o,old p,new p,old e
(81)
Porosity swelling is not ealeulated for steady state. For the
transient, swelling i9 the inerease in pore volume given by eq.s
(77), (79) and (80). Total swelling is then the sum of intra- and
intergranular and porosity swelling.
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5. Gas release upon melting
On melting, fission gas bubbles contained in the fuel may expand,
coalesce; arid ultimately cause fuel foarning and frothing. No
modeling of the frothing process itself is attempted, but the
time span until its onset is estimated. Before setting up the
model, two time constants were eyaluated to find out, what kind
of processes must be simulated.
The first one concerns the time needed for an overpressurized
bubble to reach equilibrium volume under the assumption, that the
constraints posed by the solid fuel are removed instantaneously.
The time dependence of bubble growth in a fluid is governed by
the Navier-Stokes-equation, which for a spherical bubble may be
reduced, similar to the derivation by Dalle Donne and Ferran~i/38/,
to the equation
~ 3 -2 ~ ~ Pex
rr + r + 4 ~ =--::,....--2 p r p
~ viscosity of molten fuel
p density of molten fuel
with initial conditions
and
r(O) = r.
o
r(O) = 0
- p
r
2y
34II/3- r
p =---
ex
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This equation was solved using the Runge-Kutta-method for
typical initial conditions derived from KURZZEIT-results and
widely varying hydrostatic pressures. The resulting time
constants are 10-6 - 10-8 ~ec. Thus, the volume equili-
bration process DS so fast, that it can be assumed to be instan-
taneous.
( 82)
v =
ßubble movement in the.fluid is assumed to be influenced by
buoyancy and viscosity. Assuming laminar fluid flow arround the
rising bubble, the equilibrium velocity is calculated from
Stokes' law as /39/
22r a g
a g acceleration of gravity
kinematic viscosity of fluid fuel
The time needed for accelerating from zero velocity up to a
fraction f of the equilibrium value is /39/,
t = lu 1
1-f
For the b~ggest bubble radii resulting from KURZ ZEIT calculations
(3. 10-4cm), a time span of 5· 10-6 sec is calculated for reaching
90% equilibrium velocity. Again, this time is so small that
instantaneous equilibrium velocity can be assumed.
Due to the small initial bubble radius, the Reynolds'number is so
small, that Stockes'law is indeed valid.
When evaluating corlditions near melting temperature as calculated
by KURZZEIT for different transients, one finds that intra- and
intergranular bubbles with widely differing parameters may remain
in the fuel. The porosity has fully interlinked and vented
with very little residual gas remaining. Therefore, porosity gas is
not accounted for, though this may become necessary in the future,
when a model for the pressurization of porosity is included.
It is not difficult to enlarge the model sketched below from two
to three groups of bubbles in such a case.
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The present model takes into account the follöwing processes:
a. Up to two bubble groups (one onlY1 if intragranular bubbles
have been totally released» each of which hasits own parameters
and is individually released.
b. Coalescence of bubbles in one group witn members of the same or
the other group.
c. Formation of resolved gas by fission, precipitation and resolution.
One bubble group is fully characterized by its gas contents and number
density. Bubble release is not included in the differential equations
but treated at bigger time intervals as was done for intergranular
gas. The differential equations describing the system are, analogous
to those of intragranular bubbles in solid fuel
dn1
- G11-= - G12dt
db 1
=..G12
~1 + dP1 dR1- -
dt n 1 dt dt
dn2
- G22- =dt
db 2 G12
b 1 dP2 dR2
-= +
- - -
dt n 1 dt dt
(83)
(84)
n i number density of bubbles in group i
b i gas concentration in bubbles of group i
Gik rate of coalescence for bubbles of group
i with bubbles of group k
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It has been assumed for this formulation, that the bubbles of
group 1 are much smaller than those of group 2. Thus if two
hubbles of group 1 coalesce, the resultant bubble remains in
group 1, whereas for all other coalescences, the resultant bubble
is in group 2 • - Pi' Ri are precipitation and resolution as given
by eq.'s (2) and (5) with bubble radius r given by eq. (9) and the
concentration of resolved gas c
m
at time t into the melting process
resulting from
t
cm(t) = f ßdt + c + c~ + b-+ b~ - b - b
0 12
(85 )
~
c,c , are the intra- and intergranular gas concentrations
at onset of melting.
From eq.~s ~15a, b) and (82), assuming the correction factor C1
from eq. (15b) is 1. and the ideal gas law holds, the rate of
coalescences results as
a
9 (86)
The system of eqaations may reduce to eq.'s (82) only with G12 = 0,
~f one group of bubbles is missing. This is the case if the intra-
granular bubbles have been fully released before onset of melting,
if one group is released during melting, or if the radii of ~ntra­
and intergranular bubbles at onset of melting and after volume
equilibra~ion differ by no more than a factor of 2.
In this last case, the two types of bubbles are represented by one group
with averaged parameters.
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Eq.s (82) and (83) are integrated with a Runge-Kutta-method
with automatie time step adjustment for a given time interval,
This longer interval is used for ealeulating bubble release and
is automatieally redueed with growing bubble velocity.
Release for bubbles of group i is ealeulated from the distanee the
bubbles have traveled at time t into the melting proeess with their
velocity given by eq. (82) and their radius resulting from eq. (9):
2r~ (t) a]. 9
91(
dt (87)
From thisJ release is ealeulated as
Fi
si
if < ( 88)=- s. a]. - m
a
m
= 1 if s. > a]. m
a mean distanee bubbles have to travel until release from
m
melting or molten fuel
F i release fraetion for bubbles of group i
a , is an input parameter, e.g. the fuel element diameter.
m
Swelling results from the above as
S
m
(89)
The ealeulation is finished tf swelling exeeeds 100%. At this value,
neither Stokes" law nor the assumption of spherieal bubbles is valid
any more, and any further deseription would have to work with a
two-phase-flow eoneept. This is not attempted, sinee it is beyond
the framework of this code.
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6. Results and conclusions
Before presenting the results of recent comparisomto experiments,
some remarks must be made on the parame~ers used. Among the many
parameters to be supplied to the code, some are of particular
importance since results are quite sensitive to them, and knowledge
is not always satisfactory. In 1977, the parameters were updated
/13/, but that was before the inclusion of intragranular bubble
coalescence and of the model for intergranular bubbles. Up to
now, no further systematic evaluation was started, and parameters
for the newly included models were taken from the a~ailable literature.
The material data employed, save those specifying fabrication, irradi-
ation and transient are listed in table 2 together with the relating
literature. One must·keep in mind, that LANGZEIT/KURZZEIT is, up to
a degree, a parametric code, that can rightfully be made to fit ex-
perimental results by varying its parameters, but naturally only in
some credible interval. Incidentally, one of the most sensitive para-
meters,the surface diffusion coefficient, which decisively influences
transient gas release, has remained the same, though bubble coalescence
was included.
The only appreciable parameter variation was necess1tate~ by a cha~ge
in the resolution equation (5), which originally only employed the
approximate_formula for bubble radii much bigger than the resolution
shell. With this approximation, resolution for small bubbles is
greatly overestimated. After inserting the exact formula, steady state
resolution and with it fission gas releas~were drastically reduced,
and the good agreement of code results /45/ with 'experimental data
/46/ was lost. Therefore, the resolution parameter was enlarged
until agreement was reached again. As has been no~ed already /13/,
there is a large uncertainty in this parameter with experimental
results reported up to a factor of 40 higher than the theoretical
value originally contained in LANGZEIT /44/. In view of this, the
necessary enlargement by a factor of 6 seems tolerable. Transient
fission gas behaviour is not noticeably influenced by the change.
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Fig. 3 shows the LANGZEIT-results after parameter variation
compared to experimental gas release data from EBR-II irradiation
tests, as fitted by Dutt et al. /47/, and from the Debenelux
Fast Breeder Program irradiation tests /46/. Agreement is good,
with LANGZEIT staying close to the Debenelux data at lower burn-
up,for which there is some disagreement of the experimental
results. The figure is similar to one reported earlier /45/.
Recently a number of transient testswith irradiated fuel suitable
for evaluation with a fission gas behaviour model have been
carried out. The first one was the transient gas release test
FGR-15 performed at HEDL /48/. Direct eleetrical heating was used
to simulate a slow temperature transient, and time dependent gas
release was measured. Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the experimental
data with those calculated by LANGZEIT/KURZZEIT. The big initial
gas release comes from open porosity and is due to the choice
of starting conditions-room temperature and normal pressure-, which
may not be adequate,~ On the whole agreement is satisfactory, with
KURZZEIT results being a little low over nearly the whole time span.
However, the results are in better agreement with newer results
reported cecently from HEDL /49/. In fig. 5, release data from
these tests are plotted as a function of the mean temperature in
the unrestructured zone for thermal ramp rates of 100-2000K /s.
Details of the tests are not available at present, but for a first
comparison the FGR-15 calculational results were transformed and
added to the plot.The slight overestimation of release is probably
due to the missing treatment of stress-strain effects.
These direct electrical heating experimenmshould not be overestimated
since due to the heating technique the temperature profile is
inverted, though the temperature gradient is typical for LOF
conditions.
In-core transient experiments are being performed at Sandia Labora-
tories and the result - of the first series of tests was recently
published /10/. The power distribution in the test pins is not
typical in this series with a high flux peak at the outer edge.
Multiple pmlsing is used in the tests to allow the temperature
profile to invert in the interval between pulses by losing heat
to the cladding. At the end of the transient, the temperature gradient
in the unrestructured zone is in the right direction and about
representative for LOF situations, but the temperature profile in
the inner regions is flat. Moreover, the temperature gradient is
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inverted in the first part of the transient. Therefore, one
should not attach too much significance to a comparison with
this first series, but since LANGZEIT/KURZZEIT is not a fully
parametric code, it should be able to yield meaningful answers.
During the test, the pln is filmed and transient . swelling
is deduced fromthe~ictures. In fig.s 6 and 7, the results of
two experiments are compared to LANGZEIT/KURZZEIT results for
two grain diameters, with 2a=12~m being the more probable value.
There is qualitative agreement, but swelling is underestimated
by a factor of 2.
A discussion of the reasons for this discrepancy leads directly
to some of the deficiencies of the code as it stands now.
Already during the presentation of the formälism, part of the un-
solved problems have been touched, some of them minor ones that need
not be repeated. The more serious ones will be listed here:
a. The most urgent improvement to be done is the inclusion of a
stress-strainmodel and of high temperature creep data. Some
preparations have been made already, i.e. inclusion of a hy~
drostatic pressure in the Van-der-Waals equation (9), and cal-
culation of the whole fuel element cross section at a time to
facilitate radial coupling.
b. Transient non-instantaneous gas release from open porosity
and transient deformation of porosity must be modeled.
c. Effects of stoichiometry need..to be accounted for.
d. Volatile: fission products (cesium) should be modeled.
e. As probably a last step in code improvement, parameters should
once more be carefully evaluated.
It is planned to make all these improvements without changing
the present character of the code, i.e. keeping it fast and simple.
Thus itwill have to be constantly calibrated with experiments and
more refined codes. The comparisonsdone so far indicate, that this
goal can be reached.
Table of symbols
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*a,a
ag
a
m
b,b·
~bmax
B
max
~
e,e
~D ,D
u u
F,F~
grain radius, grain boundary radius
aeeeleration of gravity
mean distanee for bubble release after melting
gas eoneentration in intra-,intergranular bubbles
maximum intergranular gas eoneentration of gas in
bubbles
gas eoneentration in 100% open pores
eoneentration of gas in bubble group i",after melting
probability for released intragranular bubble to
hit intergranular bubble
maximum fraetion of grain boundary eovered with
bubbles
eoneentration of resolved intra-,intergranular gas
eoneentration of resolved gas after melting
eorreetion faetors for eoaleseenee
thiekness of resolution shell
diffusion eoeffieient of resolved gas
diffusion eoeffieient of intra-) intergranular bubbles
surfaee diffusion eoeffieient
uranium self-diffusion eoeffieient in grain, in grain
boundary
funetion deseribing release by gas diffusion:
intra-~intergranular
release fraetion af intra-,intergranular bubbles
Gk
L
L
c
~
n,n
da
p
~
r,r
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release fraction in bubble group i after melting
release fraction from porosity
concentration of gas escaped from grain, from grain
boundary
number of coalescences
coalescence rate among bubble groups i,k after
melting
Boltzmann constant
Loschmidt number
cutoff limit for averagingintergranular bubble parame~ers
number density of intra-,intergranular bubbles
*(n : per unit surface)
number density of intergranular bubbles per unit
volume
number density of bubbles of group i after melting
number of atoms per intra-, intergranular bubble
fraction of grain surface in contact with porosity
local hydrostatic pressure
initial pressure and pressure rise with irradiation
time
excess pressure in bubble
intra-,intergranular precipitation
rate of gas released to the boundaries
rate of released intragranular gas adding to
intergranular bubbles
surface diffusion heat of transport
radius of intra-,intergranular bubbles
~r ,r
z z
R,R~
Rg
~
s,s
S
n
t
T
VT
VT
s
~v,v
w
x
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equilibrium radius of intra-,intergranular
bubbles
bubble radius for group i after rnelting
maximum radius of intergranular bubbles
radius of spherical bubble with same volume as
lenticular bubble
cell radius for intra-,intergranular bubbles
intra-,intergranular resolution
universal gas constant
distance traveled by intra-} intergranular bubble
during the transient
distance traveled by bubble of group i after melting
rate of intergranular qas released by bubble
migration
intra-,intergranular swelling
swelling after melting
time of irradiation or transient or melting
temperature
bulk thermal gradient
thermal gradient at bubble surface
velocity of intra-,intergranular bubbles
Van-der-Waals constant
planar cell width for vacancy diffusion from grain
to grain boundary
aß
y
n
K
1J
v
1JJ
p
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zeros of zeroth order Bessel-function
grain boundary width
volume factor of lenticular bubbles
rate of gas formation by fission
surface tension of fuel
resolution parameter
kinematic viscosity of molten fuel
viscosity of molten fuel
surface density of uranium atoms
contact angle of intergranular bubbles
density of fuel
reduced time for calculation of transient release
by gas diffusion
molecular volume
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Temperature /oK/ 2 2Dlattiee /em /sec/ D. /em /see/gra1n boundary
1600 1.6 - 15 1.0 - 9
2000 1.7 - 12 7.9 - 8
2400 1.7-10 1·.5 - 6
2800 4.7 - 9 1.2 - 5
..
r ~ 5.-5 öz~ 1.-8
I
U1
~
I
Table 1~ Diffusion eoeffieient for uranium self diffusion in the Iattiee
and on the grain boundary and eharaeteristie dimensions
Table 2 : Parameters for LANGZEIT/KURZ ZEIT
I Symbol Meaning Value Literature
B maximum grain surface fraction .5 /40/Max
covered by intergranular bubbles
d thickness of resolution shell 10-9 m /13/
D diffusion coefficient of_3e~~lved -52.5 • 10 expg gas (T inoK, ß in mole m s ) (-4.8· 104fs) /12/
+ 4.5.10- ß /m2/s/
surface diffusion coefficient 4 /13/D 57.exp(-5.~4.10 /T)
s /m /s/
D uranium self diffüsion coeffi- -4 (-5 i 56·1 04/T)2. 10 exp /8/u
cient in grain /m /s/
D«- uranium self diffusion coefficient _ -4 4 /41/- 3 • 10 exp ( '23 • 49· 10 /T)
u in boundary /m /s/
-
n initial intragranular bubble 1021 /m-3/ /13/0 number density
-l(
initial intergranular bubble 1012 /m- 2/ /29, 40/h O
number density
Lc cutoff limit for averaging inter- .2
granular bubble parameters
I
U1
U1
I
Table 2 continuea
t ISymbol Meaning i Value Literature
I
ao fraction of grain surface in contact • 1
with porosity i: !
I
L
Qs lsurface diffusion heat of transport 6.95 J I /13, 15, 28/II
i
I -5 3 iW I /13/!Van-der-Waals constant 4.926-10 m,/mole i
I !
,
6z width of grain boundaries 5 • 10-10 m /42/
!fission yield of noble gases IY 27.5% \ /13/
\
i
I!
.8 J/m2 if T' < 1700 IY !surface tension of uranium dioxide :
.56J/m2 if T > 1900 /13/
linear interpolation in
between I
10~6 m2/s iK kihematic viscosity of molten fuel /4.3/
I
'f contact angle of intergranular I 50° /42/bubbles ,
n resolution parameter 9.3ß (s-1)
S1 atomic volume 4.08. 10-29 m3 /4,6,21,28/
I
U1
Cl'
I
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Fig. 1: Illustration ('\f gas reiease by bubble
migration. Right circle: Grain; left
circle: Virtual position of bubbles
after travelin g distance 5; shaded
area: Region of unreleased bubbles.
Fig. 2: Shape of intergranular bubble.
9: Radius of curvature.
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